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Objective: Among the most prevalent malignant tumours globally, liver cancer has a high fatality rate.
The incidence rate has risen steadily in recent years. Tumors cannot be removed by the immune sys-
tem because immunological checkpoint genes are expressed in tumour cells. Basement membrane-
related genes are the genes closely related to human diseases obtained by the latest research.
Methods: First, immune checkpoint genes were used to extract genes associated to the basement
membrane, and a prognostic model of immune checkpoint genes connected to the basement mem-
brane was created. Survival analysis, progression-free survival analysis, and independent prognostic
analysis were used to generate the C-index curves and ROC. The clinical grouping model’s accuracy
was verified using curves, principal component analysis, and validation. To further investigate the
model’s potential use, enrichment analysis, immunological analysis, and tumour mutation burden
survival analysis were carried out. Finally, discussion of prospective medication targeting models fol-
lows.
Results: A prognostic model was developed, and its accuracy in predicting patients’ survival times
from liver cancer was confirmed. The distinct functions and pathways of differential genes were dis-
covered by GO and KEGG enrichment analysis. Four immune functions differentially expressed were
found. The most altered genes in both the risk groups were analyzed. The research examined at 25
different drugs, with considerable differences in drug sensitivity across high- and low-risk groups.
Conclusion: It offers new insights and methodologies for the survival prediction of liver cancer pa-
tients as well as the development of immune-tailored therapies by examining the relationship be-
tween immune checkpoint gene-associated basement membrane genes and the prognosis and
immunity of liver cancer patients.
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Abstract

   Among the most common malignant tumours

around the world, liver cancer has a high mortality

rate1.The prognosis is poor since it is difficult to

identify early and easy to transfer.The usual treat-

ment for liver cancer is surgical resection. Accordi-

ng to research, liver cancer is an inflammation-

related tumor with a distinct immunosuppressive mi

Introduction microenvironment2-3. Immune checkpoint gene expr-

ession often reduces autoimmune reactivity, and its

presence in tumor cells stops the immune system

from clearing malignancies4
. Furthermore, immunol-

ogical checkpoint genes (ICGs) represent novel

targets for cancer therapeutic development5.The

basement membrane (BM) is the oldest extracell-

ular matrix (ECM) in animals and is made up of

several components. According to research,the vari-

ation of more than 20 basement membrane genes

highlights their diversity and basic activities, which

are at the root of human disorders6.Basement

membrane proteins are autoantibody targets in im-

munological disorders, and abnormalities in basem-
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ent membrane protein production and turnover can

contribute to cancer7,8. In this study, genes associ-

ated to basement membrane genes were identified

from immune checkpoint-related genes, and a liver

cancer prognostic model was built using basement

membrane genes connected to immune checkpoint

genes.

    The sample size for this study was established

using all liver cancer patient samples available in

the TCGA database.Genes related to immunologi-

cal checkpoints and genes for the basement mem-

brane were gathered from previously published

studies.The TCGA database, associated clinical

feature data, mutation data of the RNA sequence of

liver cancer patients were used in this work to ob-

tain transcriptome data. Clinical information was re-

trieved from the transcriptome data after mRNA and

Lnc-RNA were separated and 79 immune check-

point-related genes5 that are strongly linked to hu-

man disorders.To extract their linked expression

matrix, immune checkpoint gen-es and basement

membrane-related genes were coupled with mRNA

from liver cancer.The basement membrane genes

that are linked with immune checkpoint genes were

discovered using the limma package in R studio

program. We selected a correlation coefficient ben-

chmark of 0.3 for this ex-periment.It was believed

that a correlation coefficient greater than 0.3 was

statistically significant. Immune checkpoints, 0.3,

and p0.05 for genes were thought to be favorably

linked with basement membrane genes. Finally, an

expression matrix of basement membrane genes

related with immunological checkpoints was ob-

tained and used for further investigation.

Data Sources

Patients and Methods

Model building

    First, the liver cancer expression matrix of

basement membrane genes related to immune che-

ckpoint genes was integrated with clinical data fro-

m liver cancer patients (survival status and survival

time). The prognostic model was created using the

R studio software packages “survival,” “caret,”

“glmnet,” and “survminer” after merging the expres-

sion. A model was created with 0.5 for each of the

train and test groups after the data had been gro-

uped once, and a univariate cox analysis was

carried out on the train group data to find prog-

nostic genes. Then, using the single-factor signific-

ant basement membrane genes related to immune

checkpoints, perform lasso regression analysis,

cross-validate to find the point with the smallest

lasso regression error, and build a COX model for

the genes gained by lasso regression and output

the model formula.The train group was separated

into two categories, based on the median value of

the risk score low risk and high risk, which was

calculated using the model formula.In order to det-

ermine whether the clinical traits of the training

and test groups were different, a clinical statistical

analysis was carried out simultaneously on the two

groups.
Model validation

   With the help of “survival” and “survminer”

packages in R Studio the survival difference betw-

een the two risk groups was examined, and the

findings produced a significant P value. A contem-

poraneous differential analysis of the progression-

free survival of all patients was performed in order

to compare PFS between the low risk and high

risk groups. Risk curves for the train and test

groups were produced using the “pheatmap” applic-

ation. It may be evaluated if the risk score can be

used as an independent prognostic factor for patie-

nts with liver cancer, independent of other factors,

by independent prognostic analysis, both univariate

and multivariate. The model’s accuracy in foretell-

ing the 1-, 3-, and 5-year patients’ survival with liver

cancer was assessed using ROC curve analysis.

The accuracy of the models created in this study

was evaluated by comparing the risk scores to oth-

er clinical variables using C-index curves. The “sur-

vival” and “survminer” programmes are used to vali-

date the clinical grouping model created in this st-

udy to see if patients with early-stage and advan-

ced liver cancer should use it. Using the scatter-

plot 3d” feature of the R studio software, principal
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component analysis was used to determine whet-

her the genes involved in model construction could

classify patients into two risk categories i.e., high

and low.

Immune and gene function connection ana-

lysis

    To detect distinct genes in the two risk groups,

risk differential analysis was first performed using

log FC filter conditions of log FCfilter=1 and fdr

filter conditions of fdrFilter=0.05. Then, use R stud-

io to run GO and KEGG enrichment analysis to

determine which functionality the differentially expr-

essed genes are engaged in. route enrichment is

included To determine if patients in the two risk

groups had different immune-related functions,

immune-related activities were analyzed. Compa-

ring gene mutations’ frequency by creating waterfall

charts for both risk groups. The survival of the tum-

our mutational burden was next examined. If there

was a survival difference between the two risk

groups, it was found using a survival analysis of

the tumour muta-tional burden and the risk score

of HCC patients. After that, a combination study of

tumour mutational burden and HCC patient risk

score was performed. Final step was to test pote-

ntial treatments for the illness, and the filter

condition was set to pvalue:(pFilter=0.001).The

names of medications with statistically significant

differences of sensitivity of drug between the two

groups were looked up. Greater drug sensitivity is

indicated by a lower IC 50 value.

Nomogram construction and validation

   Nomograms were developed in R studio using

the survival, rms packages and reg plot, to

envisage survival rate of 1-year, 3-year, and 5-year

patients with liver cancer. Nomogram-predicted test

was also employed at the same time. Using the

calibraption curve, it was determined that the mod-

el was accurate in predicting patient survival.

Results

Model building

    A prediction model was created by integrating

the clinical data (time and status of survival) of

liver cancer patients with the expression matrix of

168 basement membrane genes relevant to immun-

ological checkpoints. For the development of a

COX model on the basis of immune checkpoint-

related basement membrane genes and a Lasso

regression of prognostic genes, the combined data

was divided among train group (n=185) and a test

group (n=185) randomly. The first log rank value

with the lowest segmentation error is shown by the

vert-ical dashed line (Fig. 1A and Fig. 1B).

Prognostic proteins were chosen as the study

group’s indep-endent relationships with survival for

the creation of risk models to assess the

prognostic risk of pati-ents with liver cancer. four

immune checkpoint-related basement membrane

genes—ADAMTS5, CTSA,FBLN5,and P3H1—were

chosen for addi-tional multivariate analysis. The

multivariate Cox regression analysis-based progn-

ostic model had the following equation: Score

ofRisk=(1.25968690844101*ADAMTS5expression)

+(0.332985729856301*CTSAexpress ion)+( -

0.31683170952125*FBLN5expression)+(0.346521

502281786*P3H1expression). According to the me-

dian score of the prognostic risk grades,the study

was split into two rish group; a low risk (PRG

score median) and high-risk (PRG score > median)

groups.Low-risk genes (blue) and high-risk genes

(red) (green).

Model validation

     To see if the clinical traits of the train and test

groups were different, a clinical statistical analysis

was first performed. The results demonstrated that

each P value exceeded 0.05. (Table 1). The survival

analysis revealed that overall survival between the

two groups was statistically significant (Fig. 2A)

and low-risk (Fig. 2B) groups, with high-risk group

patients experiencing an inferior survival rate.

According to the analysis of progression-free

survival (Fig 2C), low risk group patients had poor

chances of survival than those in the general popu-

lation. The death rate of patients with liver cancer

grows as the risk score rises, according to hazard

curves with risk scores (Panels D and G), survival

status (Panels E and H), and risk heatmaps (Pan-

els F and I). The risk heat map score also rev-

ealed one low-risk gene, FBLN5, three high-risk

genes (ADAMTS5, CTSA, and P3H1).

A Prognostic Model for Predicting Liver Cancer Patients found On Immune Checkpoint Gene-Related Basement Membrane Genes,
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    Independent prognosis analysis to determine

whether the model utilised in this study can be

used independently of other clinical variables as a

prognostic factor The risk score and 95% conf-

idence interval (CI) exhibited HRs of 1.201 and

1.1321.274, respectively, in the univariate independ-

ent prognostic analysis (Figure 3A); and 1.174 and

1.1021.251, respectively, in the multivariate indepe-

ndent prognostic analysis (Figure 3B) (p 0.001).

Values for 1 year, 3 years, and 5 years are all mo-

re than 0.5, according to the ROC curve in Figure

3C. The model had the largest area under the ROC

curve, which was created in Figure 3D by combin-

ing it with additional clinical features.In the model

developed for this study, the Concordance index

has the highest value in Figure 3E’s C-index curve.

The model developed in this work is suitable for

both those with advanced-stage liver cancer and

those with early-stage liver cancer, as shown in

Figures 3F and 3G. Principal component analysis

was used to examine whether the patients could

be divided into the two risk categories on the basis

of genes used in the model construction. Figure 3H

demonstrates that while all genes and immune

checkpoint-related genes are unable to distinguish

patients in both risk groups, immune checkpoint-

related basement membrane genes can identify

high and low risk patients (Figure 3I and Figure

3J).

Gene function and immune correlation

analysis

   The investigation’s next step was to screen the

different genes in the two key risks, and 49 differ-

ential genes in total were found. The differential

genes are predominantly enriched in active transm-

embrane transporter activity, the basal region of the

cell, and the regulation of cyclin-dependent protein

kinase activity, according to the GO functional

enrichment analysis of the differential genes (Fig

4A). The differential genes were predominantly enri-

ched in cell-substrate adhesion and response to

xenobiotic stimuli, according to KEGG pathway

enrichment analysis in Figure 4B. An assessment

of immune-related processes (Fig 4C).The four

immune-related activities that differ significantly be-

tween the two risk groups are Type II IFN

Response, Cytolytic activity, MHC class I, and

Type I IFN Response, with MHC class I being

more active in the high-risk group.(figures4D and

4E) The four genes TP53, CTNNB1, TTN, and

MUC16 have the highest mutation frequency, with

the exce-ption of CTNNB1.This is demonstrated by

the wat-erfall graphs. In comparison among the two

groups the high-risk group’s mutation frequencies

were hig-her for the other genes.The findings of a

survival analysis of tumour mutational burden are

shown in Figure 4F. It was demonstrated that

patients with a high tumour mutational burden had

a considerably poorer rate of survival than those

with a low tumour mutational burden.Figure 4G’s

survival analysis, which combines tumour mutati-

onal burden and risk score,shows that patients

with the lowest survival rates also have the highest

tumour mutational bur-den and risk scores.

Nomogram construction, validation and drug

sensitivity analysis

    Figure 5A shows a nomogram that was con-

structed to forecast survival in patients with HCC 1,

3, and 5.The nomogram included risk ratings and

clinical indications.The calibration curve in this stu-

dy demonstrates the great accuracy of the model

created to predict the patients’ survival at 1, 3, and

5 years (Figure 5B).The sensitivity to 5 Flourour-

acil, AKT inhibitor VIII, and bexarotene varied

considerably between the two risk groups,as show-

n in Figure 5C.

 

Figure 1
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Fig 1. (A) Logarithmic adjustment factors for proteins
relevant to survival used in cross-validation of error
curves. (B) A LASSO coefficient distribution of the ferrop-
tosis genes linked to OS is shown, along with vertical
imaginary lines drawn at values chosen by 10-fold cross-
validation;(C) Bas-ement membrane genes linked to immune
checkpoints at risk are shown with high and low risk,
respectively, with high risk shown in red and low risk in
green.

Fig 4. (A) Analysis of the differential gene expression between
high- and low-risk groups based on GO enrichment.(B) A com-
parison of the genes in high- and low-risk categories using the
KEGG enrichment analysis.(C) Im-mune performance varies bet-
ween groups at high and low risk.Somatic mutation signa-ture
waterfall charts based on high and low risk ratings (D,E) .(F)
Kaplan-Meier survival curves for tumor mutation groups wi-th
high and low levels; (G)Analysis of tumor mutation load an-d
risk score combined.
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Fig 2. (A, B) Patient Kaplan-Meier survival curves for
overall survival in the Train and Test groups; (C)
comparison of progression-free survival in the high- and
low-risk groups. (D,G)The distribution of risk scores
between high- and low-risk groups in training and test
groups based on progn-ostic models of basement mem-
brane genes associated with immunological checkp-oints;
(E, H) Survival in training and test groups between high-
and low-risk groups.Time and survi-val status;(F, I) heatm-
aps from a cluster analysis showing the proportions of
four immune checkpoint-related basement membrane genes

for each patient in the training and testing groups.

 

Fig 3. (A) A single-variate study of survival risk scores and
clinical characteristics. (B) Multivariate analysis of survival
risk scores and clinical factors. ROC curves based on clinical
characteristics and risk ratings (C, D); C-index cur-ves based
on clinical characteristics and risk scores (G, H); (H)
Basement membrane genes associated with immunol-ogical
checkpoints underwent a main component analysis. (I)
Principal component analysis of genes related to immun-
ological checkpoints. Principal component analysis across all
genes (J).

 



Fig 5. Patients with liver cancer types 1, 3, and 5 are shown in (A) a survival nomogram. (B) Test calibration cur-ve anticipated by a nomogram.
(C) 25 medications in the high- and low-risk groups with significant drug sensitivity variations.

Table 1. Clinical characteristics of pancreatic cancer patients in the training and test groups are compared.

Covariates Type Total N (%) TestN (%) TrainN (%) P-value

 Age(year) <=65 232 (62.7) 118 (63.8) 114 (61.6)  0.7

 Age(year) >65 138 (37.3) 67 (36.2) 71 (38.4)

 Gender Female 121 (32.7) 61(32.9) 60 (32.4)  1.0

 Gender Male 249 (67.3) 124 (67.0) 125 (67.6)

 Grade G1 55 (14.86) 29 (15.7) 26 (14.1)  0.7

 Grade G2 177 (47.84) 83 (44.9) 94 (50.8)

 Grade G3 121 (32.7) 64 (34.6) 57 (30.8)

 Grade G4 12 (3.2) 7 (3.8) 5 (2.7)

 Grade unknow 5 (1.3) 2 (1.1) 3 (1.6)

 Stage Stage I 171(46.2) 80 (43.24) 91 (49.2)  0.6

 Stage Stage II 85 (22.9) 43 (23.2) 42 (22.7)

 Stage Stage III 85 (22.9) 47 (25.4) 38 (20.5)

 Stage Stage IV 5 (1.4) 3 (1.6) 2 (1.1)

 Stage unknown 24 (6.5) 12 (6.5) 12 (6.5)

 T T1 181(48.9) 84 (45.4) 97 (52.4)  0.3

 T T2 93 (25.1) 47(25.4) 46(24.9)

 T T3 80 (21.6) 43(23.2) 37(20)

 T T4 13 (3.5) 9 (4.8) 4 (2.2)

 T unknown 3 (0.8) 2(1.1) 1 (0.5)

 M M0 266 (71.9) 126(68.1) 140 (75.7)  0.6

 M M1 4 (1.1) 3 (1.6) 1 (0.5)

 M unknown 100 (27.0) 56 (30.3) 44 (23.8)

 N N0 252 (68.1) 126 (68.1) 126 (68.1)  1.0

 N N1 4 (1.1) 2 (1.1) 2 (1.1)

 N unknown 114 (30.8) 57 (30.8) 57 (30.8)

Discussion

    In this work, a predictive model was created by

combining the clinical data (time and status of

survival) of liver cancer patients with the expression

matrix of 168 immune checkpoint-related basement

membrane genes. To create a risk model to

evaluate the prognostic risk of liver cancer

patients, the immune checkpoint-related basement

membrane genes ADAMTS5, CTSA, FBLN5, and

P3H14 were chosen. Based on the median

prognostic risk grade score, they were then divided

into low risk (PRG score median) and high risk

(PRG score > median) groups. The Train group and

the test group shared the same clinical

characteristics, according to the grouping’s clinical

vival rate than the patients in the latter group.

There were fewer liver cancer patients in the high-

risk group. As per the progression-free survival

analysis survival rate of patients in the high-risk gr-

oup was lower than the ones in the low-risk group.

According to the risk curve,the death rate for

patients with liver cancer rises as the risk score

does.The three high-risk genes—ADAMTS5, CTSA,

and P3H1—as well as the low-risk gene, FBLN5,

can be seen on the risk heatmap. The model in

this study may be an independent prognostic factor

independent of other clinical features, according to

both the univariate independent prognostic analysis

Yiyang Chen, Yiju Gong, Xi Ou
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statistical to the groupng’”s clinical statistical

analysis. According to a survival analysis, patients

of the high-risk overall had a significantly poor sur-
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under the ROC curve has the biggest area under it

when paired with additional clinical features. The

model used in this study has the biggest value for

the Concordance index, indicating that it is the

most accurate at predicting patients’ survival times

for liver cancer. The clinical grouping model showed

that both patients with early-stage liver cancer and

those with advanced liver cancer can use the model

created in this study. According to the results of

principal component analysis, the immune check-

point-related basement membrane genes used in

the model’s creation were able to discriminate pa-

tients in the both risk groups quite well, although all

other genes and immune checkpoint-related genes

failed to do so. Among the two groups, our study

further scanned 49 differential genes. The differential

genes were primarily enriched in active transmem-

brane transporter activity, basal cell structure, and

control of cyclin-dependent protein kinase activity,

according to GO functional enrichment analysis.

The modulation of cyclin-dependent protein kinase

activity has been the subject of considerable prior

research. According to Poluha10, differentiated neu-

rocytoma cells need the cyclin-dependent kinase

inhibitor p21 (WAF1) to survive. The differential gen-

es were primarily enriched in cell-substrate adhe-

sion and reaction to xenobiotic stimuli, according to

KEGG pathway enrichment analysis. The shift in

cell-substrate adhesion is a marker of cancer

spreading, according to Maan et al.11. Through ex-

perimentation, Hwang12 and colleagues discovered

that dysregulation of cell-matrix adhesion can cau-

se mistakes in the establishment and maintenance

of tissue patterns during development, which can

then result in cancer cell invasion and metastasis.

Type II IFN Response, Cytolytic activity, MHC class

I, and Type I IFN Response were shown to have im-

mune-related functions having significant statistical

differences between the two risk groups, and MHC

class I was observed to be more active in the high-

other genes, with the exception of CTNNB1, in

comparison to the two risk groups was higher in

the high risk one. Tumor mutational load, which is

the total number of somatic or acquired mutations

per million bases in a particular area of the tumor

genome, and transcriptome expression both have

prognostic significance in patients receiving imm-

une checkpoint inhibitor therapy for colon can-

cer16,17. A possible biomarker for immunotherapy

susceptibility and prognosis in patients with low-

grade gliomas has also been identified as tum-our

mutational burden18-20. According to the findings of

this study’s survival analysis of tumour mutational

burden, high tumour mutational burden groups’ pat-

ients had a noticeably inferior survival rate as com-

pare to the patients in the low tumour mutational

burden group. An integrated survival study that took

proportions of both pro- and anti-tumor immune ce-

lls, as well as higher levels of cytolytic activity The

loss of MHC-I APM is a frequent factor in cancer

immunotherapy resistance, and Demel et al. discov-

ered that active SUMOylation results in immune

evasion in cancer by limiting MHC class I antigen

presentation14. According to Zhang, M15 head and

neck squamous cell carcinoma has higher MHC

class I expression when BET inhibition is present.

The study also discovered that the four genes i.e.,

TP53, CTNNB1, TTN, and MUC16 had the highest

mutation frequency.The mutation frequencies of the

into account both of these parameters showed that

patients with high tumour mutational burden and

high risk scores had the lowest survival rates.

Additionally,in this research a nomogram was dev-

eloped using clinical characteristics and risk sc-

ores to predict survival in patients with HCC 1, 3,

and 5. Patients’ sensitivity with high- and low-risk

liver cancer to 25 chemotherapy medications curre-

ntly used to treat tumours was assessed, and it

was discovered that the disparities were significant

in drug sensitivity among the two risk groups for

these patients.Our created immune checkpoint ge-

ne-related basement membrane gene prognosis

model provides a fresh approach and concept for

estimating the survival time of liver cancer patients.

A Prognostic Model for Predicting Liver Cancer Patients found On Immune Checkpoint Gene-Related Basement Membrane Genes,

And Analyzing Immunity and Potential Drug Candidates

and the multivariate independent prognostic analys-

is. The ROC curve values at 1, 3, and 5 years are

all more than 0.5, demonstrating the remarkable ac-

curacy of the model developed in this study in pre-

dicting patient survival. The prognostic model’s area

risk group. McDonald et al.13 discovered that breast

cancer patients with high KAM scores had higher
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 Our study unavoidably includes some

shortcomings and restrictions. Immune checkpoint

genes and genes related to the basement

membrane still have unknown molecular

processes. In the future, we’ll work to improve the

model’s accuracy by running more outside trials to

validate it.

    This study, a predictive model was created util-

ising the expression matrix of 168 genes conne-

cted to the basement membrane immune checkp-

oint and the HCC patients’ clinical information. It is

anticipated that the risk prognostic model created

in this study, which is based on the relationship

between immune checkpoint genes and basement

membrane genes, will be used to clinically anti-

cipate the diagnosis and treatment and immunoth-

erapeutic reactions of liver cancer patients and pr-

ovide a new strategy for survival prediction.Give

patients with liver cancer additional information and

strategies for their immunological treatment.

Conclusion

    It offers new insights and methodologies for the

survival prediction of liver cancer patients as well

as the development of immune-tailored therapies

by examining the relationship between immune

checkpoint gene-associated basement membrane

genes and the prognosis and immunity of liver

cancer patients.
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